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“Man must rise above 
Earth, to the top of the 
atmosphere and 
beyond, for only thus 
will he fully 
understand the world 
in which he lives” 
Socrates (circa 399BC).















Nemesis of spectral data collections
Collections of spectral data held in any random, semi-structured or 
static way, such as files and folders stored on personal computers or 
servers:
- Undiscoverable
- Non shareable
- Void of context
- Rapid decay of usability



Bio-optical data: Best practice and legacy 
datasets workshop 
18 – 22 June 2012

University of Queensland, Brisbane
Report: http://www.aceas.org.au

http://www.aceas.org.au


Spectroscopy User Info Sessions

10-Nov-17



• Identified core metadata requirements for a number 
of different applications. 

• Considered a variety of methods to both exchange
and store spectral data and tools to assist in 
summarising the completeness and quality of such 
datasets. 

• Agreed that with modifications, the SPECCHIO (Hueni 
et al 2009) software could meet international 
objectives for spectral data exchange and to 
promote best practice protocols.

AUS-SPECCHIO
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Why enter all that 
metadata?
➜ Quantitative and 
qualitative 
interpretation!
➜ Spectral in situ data 
without metadata is 
utterly useless.



Spend your research time analysing data 
instead of trying to find it on your file system
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Data ingest:

Either via SPECCHIO GUI,

or if no reader exists, use 

our own implementation in 

Matlab or R

Data Augmentation and 

processing: add metadata 

to spectra and apply 

spectral processing.
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Data Analysis: easiest in 

Matlab/R
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Data Search: SPECCHIO 

GUI & Matlab/R work well in 

concert or stand-alone



For the proximal and remote sensing 
community, AUS-SPECCHIO demonstrates…

• Improved use and re-use of data
• Full support of the data lifecycle
• Enhanced collaboration to address research 

questions
• Value-adding due to API analytical functions 
• Capability building
• Return on research investment



Digital Earth Australia

• “…series of data structures and tools which organise and 
enable the analysis of large Earth observation satellite data 
collections.

• …key element of DEA is the calibration and standardisation 
of the data. 
– increases the value which can be derived from Earth 

observation 
– allows for the rapid development of information products 
– enables informed decision making across government and 

private industry."
http://www.ga.gov.au/about/projects/geographic/digital-earth-australia

http://www.ga.gov.au/about/projects/geographic/digital-earth-australia


AUS-SPECCHIO in support of DEA

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Validating-foundation-products-within-Digital-
Earth-Australia?discoverMore=1

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Validating-foundation-products-within-Digital-Earth-Australia?discoverMore=1


The  “SPECCHIO for 
Australia” spectral 

information system is 
designed to collate, share 

and discover new and 
existing spectral libraries, 
assisting the researcher 

through all phases of the 
spectroscopy data life cycle.


